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Pro PuppetApress, 2013

	Pro Puppet, Second Edition, now updated for Puppet 3, is an in-depth guide to installing, using, and developing the popular configuration management tool Puppet.


	Puppet provides a way to automate everything from user management to server configuration. You'll learn how Puppet has changed in the latest version, how to use it on...
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Real-time Web Application Development using Vert.x 2.0Packt Publishing, 2013

	The real-time web is gaining momentum and this book provides the simplest way to jump on board. A beautifully clear tutorial on Vert.x, it helps you develop a real-time web application from the ground up. Overview Get started with developing applications for the real-time web From concept to deployment, learn the full development workflow of...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 Inside Out Connectivity, Clients, and UMMicrosoft Press, 2013

	With a focus on connectivity, clients, and unified messaging, this book delivers the ultimate, in-depth reference to IT professionals planning and managing an Exchange Server 2013 deployment. Guided by Paul Robichaux, a Microsoft MVP and popular author, you will:

	
		Understand how Exchange Server 2013 works with previous...
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Python Data Visualization CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	As a developer with knowledge of Python you are already in a great position to start using data visualization. This superb cookbook shows you how in plain language and practical recipes, culminating with 3D animations.


	Overview

	
		Learn how to set up an optimal Python environment for data visualization

...
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Artificial Economics and Self Organization: Agent-Based Approaches to Economics and Social Systems (Lecture Notes in Economics and Mathematical Systems)Springer, 2013

	This volume presents recent advances in the dynamic field of Artificial Economics and its various applications. Artificial Economics provides a structured approach to model and investigate economic and social systems. In particular, this approach is based on the use of agent-based simulations and further computational techniques. The main aim...
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Learning jQuery - Fourth Edition 4th RevisedO'Reilly, 2013

	In 2005, inspired by pioneers in the field such as Dean Edwards and Simon Willison, John Resig put together a set of functions to make it easy to programmatically find elements on a web page and assign behaviors to them. By the time he first publicly announced his project in January 2006, he had added DOM modification and basic animations. He...
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Introduction to Linear Optimization and Extensions with MATLAB® (Operations Research Series)CRC Press, 2013

	
		Filling the need for an introductory book on linear programming that discusses the important ways to mitigate parameter uncertainty, Introduction to Linear Optimization and Extensions with MATLAB® provides a concrete and intuitive yet rigorous introduction to modern linear optimization. In addition to fundamental topics,...
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Linux Malware Incident Response: A Practitioner's Guide to Forensic Collection and Examination of Volatile DataSyngress Publishing, 2013

	Linux Malware Incident Response is a "first look" at the Malware Forensics Field Guide for Linux Systems, exhibiting the first steps in investigating Linux-based incidents. The Syngress Digital Forensics Field Guides series includes companions for any digital and computer forensic investigator and analyst. Each book is...
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Using Office 2013: With Windows 8Apress, 2013

	Learn Office the easy way, no jargon. Clear, concise and to the point. Using Office 2013 is the essential step by step guide to getting the most out of Microsoft Office traditional application (not SharePoint), providing a resource for both the beginner and the enthusiast.

	

	This book explores constructing professional...
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Learning Node.js: A Hands-On Guide to Building Web Applications in JavaScriptAddison Wesley, 2013

	Learning Node.js


	A Hands-On Guide to Building Web Applications in JavaScript

	

	Node.js makes it far easier to create fast, compact, and reliable web/network applications and web servers, and is rapidly becoming indispensable to modern web developers.

	

	Learning Node.js ...
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BizTalk 2013 EDI for Health Care: HIPAA-Compliant 834 (Enrollment) and 837 (Claims) SolutionsApress, 2013

	BizTalk 2013 EDI for Healthcare – EDI 834Enrollment Solutions eliminates the complexity anddemonstrates how to build both inbound and outbound EDI 834 processes inBizTalk server that follow the required patterns for integrations with theseexchanges. Archiving, mapping,reconstituting EDI 837 data, exception...
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Windows Phone 8 Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	A practical guide to creating games for the Windows Phone 8 platform


	Overview

	
		Create a 3D game for the Windows Phone 8 platform
	
		Combine native and managed development approaches
	
		Discover how to use a range of inputs, including sensors
	
		Learn how to implement...
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